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 When Novello's ' Cathedral Psalter' was issued we used
 that, and I was then saved the trouble of pointing any
 more prayer-books. For some time the Psalms were
 chanted only on special occasions, and later on at the
 evening services only, but since 1885-when the Rev.
 F. B. Johnston, the present vicar, was appointed--
 they have been sung at every service. Let me conclude
 by saying that our congregational service is one which
 many parishes might envy, most gratifying to listen to
 and pleasant to accompany.

 For kind help in the preparation of this article the
 writer is indebted to the Rev. F. B. Johnston, M.A.,
 vicar of Waltham Abbey Church; to the Rev.
 J. Henry Stamp, curate (to whose writings on the
 subject reference has already been made); and to
 Mr. Joseph Chalk, organist and choirmaster; also
 to the photographers whose names appear under
 their respective photographs.

 DOTTED CROTCHET.

 A FORGOTTEN CONCERT ROOM.

 Modern London is becoming a new Americanised
 city, and all its old and peculiarly English charac-
 teristics are fast being improved out of existence.
 If any one who left it during the sixties of the
 last century return to visit it to-day, he will
 imagine himself to be in some foreign town, and
 for the most part fail to recognise the London
 he knew so intimately of old. The compara-
 tively narrow streets with their respectable if ugly
 houses have become broad thoroughfares lined
 with enormous blocks of buildings five or six stories
 high, and the whole of many well-remembered
 districts have been completely swept away. He
 will look in vain for his old landmarks. In the
 Strand and Fleet Street he will miss Temple-Bar
 and Holywell Street, and if he turn westward to
 Piccadilly Circus he will be no better off. Other
 streets and blocks of houses have disappeared, and
 in the middle of the great open space remaining, the
 winged figure over the fountain may stand for the
 mocking spirit of Modern Progress shooting arrows
 of scorn at the memories of the past.

 The wanderer may be a lover of music and
 desire to revisit the concert-rooms where in his

 young days he spent so many happy hours. He
 will not find them. Exeter Hall still stands, but it
 is now occupied by the Young Men's Christian
 Association. On the site of the Hanover Square
 Rooms is a great block of flats with shops beneath
 them; and as the traveller walks down Regent Street
 he sees a hideous gap in the stately curve of the
 quadrant, and realises with dismay that St. James's
 Hall, formerly the most perfect concert room in
 Europe, has utterly vanished after an existence of
 more than half a century to make room for a
 new hotel.

 It is a long while since fashion began its
 pompous westward march from London City to
 its present resting - places in Mayfair and
 Kensington, through Gray's Inn, Bloomsbury,
 and Soho, and in the melancholy remains of these
 old neighbourhoods traces of their former grandeur
 may still be found. In a narrow, dingy street,
 once of considerable repute, barely a stone's

 throw from Regent Street, stand three old Georgian
 houses side by side. Plainly built of red brick,
 they have no architectural pretensions. All three
 are worthy of respect for the sake of their former
 inhabitants; but the easternmost is of more than
 common interest, especially to musicians, for it
 contains an ancient concert-room that alone of all
 such places of entertainment has been left to us
 from the I8th century. Carlisle House, the Great
 Room in Dean Street, Soho, and the Music Room
 in Spring Gardens, exist no longer, and the same
 fate has attended Almack's and the Pantheon,
 where the concerts and assemblies were so exclusive
 that great ladies intrigued to gain admission to
 them. But the long-forgotten old concert-room
 in Brewer Street has fortunately escaped demoli-
 tion, and it recalls a chapter of London's musical
 history little noticed by the general reader. The
 building now forms part of the premises of the
 Club Frangais, but for thirty-five years during
 the middle of the I8th century it was a much-
 frequented and fashionable resort, and was known
 by the name of Hickford's Room.

 John Hickford, the proprietor, began life as a
 dancing-master in the latter part of Queen Anne's
 reign, and originally had a dancing school in James
 Street, Haymarket. There was at that time only
 one other room in the West-end large enough for
 concerts of any pretensions, and as that was
 sometimes difficult to secure and its proprietor was
 not a particularly agreeable man, certain well-known
 artists began to make use of Mr. Hickford's great
 dancing-room wherein to give their concerts. The
 situation was so convenient that the worthy dancing-
 master found himself besieged with applications for
 the use of his room, and, being a man of accommo-
 dating disposition, his dancing-school soon became
 the' recognized concert-room of the day. Mr.
 Hickford must also have had a talent for organiza-
 tion, for he quickly acquired a reputation as a
 concert agent. So successful was he in this capacity
 that after some years he decided to move into a still
 more fashionable quarter, and accordingly took up
 his abode in a fine new house in Brewer Street, or
 as it was then called, Brewer's Street. Here he
 was in the best of company, for his next door
 neighbours were my Lord Mansfield and the
 Spanish Ambassador.

 It may be presumed that the house was designed
 and built specially for Mr. Hickford, as it is still
 easy to see how conveniently it was arranged for the
 use he made of it. The front door opened into a
 square hall, through which the company proceeded
 to the concert room built out at the back, and a
 staircase gave access to a small gallery. Though
 dignified by the title 'Great,' in common with other
 music-rooms of the period, Hickford's room is not
 actually of large size, being only about fifty feet in
 length and some thirty feet in width. But its
 proportions are excellent; the ceiling is coved, and
 the mouldings, cornices, and other decorations are
 in the simple, elegant style that the brothers Adam
 improved upon and made their own many years
 later. This beautiful room appears to have
 remained so unchanged since it was first built that
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 it seems still pervaded by the mental atmosphere
 of its original days. And it is so quiet, that to
 stand therein on a dull afternoon, hearing nothing
 but a few distant street cries and the low, ceaseless
 roar of the traffic in the busier streets, is to be at
 once transported to that old, peaceful time when life
 moved more slowly and with more dignity and
 elegance than now. It needs but little imagination
 to fill the room with a gay, distinguished company,
 all airs and graces and rustling silks and rippling
 laughter, and to call up on to the low platform a
 shadowy procession of the famous men and women
 who, with skilled hands and voices, moved to
 applause and wonder and sometimes to tears the
 frivolous crowd for whose diversion they were
 employed. Some of these shadows are but names
 to us, others have left behind them undying records
 of their art in works which, if they have ceased to
 astonish, have still the power to charm and
 delight.

 It is a long procession of men, women, and
 children, and the familiar faces of some seem to
 emerge with startling clearness from that misty
 past. Among the earliest is a tall, thin man, well
 dressed in velvet and fur, and with ruffles of
 delicate lace. He is not ill-looking in spite of his
 long nose and somewhat contemptuous mouth.
 He composes, and his wife who is with him sings,
 the gay and tuneful music that even to-day carries
 with it the echo of her fresh young voice. A tenor
 singer of noble presence and dignified demeanour
 thrills the shadowy audience with his wonderful
 voice. 'Love in her eyes sits playing, and sheds
 delicious death.' Did Johil Beard sing that
 entrancing song to the beautiful woman who gave
 him fourteen happy years of married life? What
 delicate music the ghostly players draw from their
 instruments. The tinkle of the harpsichord, the
 sighing of the viols, the plaintive pipings of the
 wood-wind instruments sound faint and thin to

 modern ears. Loud music was not always wanting
 in the old'days, for the room often resounded with
 solos and concertos for trumpets and French horns,
 a testimony to the nerves, or want of nerves, of
 I8th century audiences.

 The children are strange little figures, quaint
 copies of their elders in dress and deportment,
 with staid, formal manners. One small girl plays
 the flute, thereby evoking much applause. The
 ladies make much of her, tap her cheek with their
 fans and call her 'sweet miss'; the gentlemen ogle
 her, and declare the performance 'monstrous fine.'
 Two other little shadows, brother and sister, play
 the harpsichord. The boy is eight years old, the
 girl thirteen, a demure, motherly child, her hair
 crowned by a mob-cap. The boy's playing is
 phenomenal, and he bids fair to rival Mr. Handel
 in composition. But the scanty audience is not
 interested, it cares no longer for these two children
 who only a year ago were the spoiled darlings of
 the whole town. The little boy fulfilled in man-
 hood the brilliant promise of his youth, and
 London should be proud that it still possesses a
 room once distinguished by the performance of
 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

 This house, however, was built long before the
 days of Mozart, probably about 1737 or 1738, and
 Mr. Hickford settled himself into it at some time
 during the latter year. Whether he continued to
 give dancing lessons there is not recorded; the
 probability is against it, for excepting an occasional
 ball such as took place at the theatres or some of
 the other public rooms, there is no mention of
 dancing in connection with Mr. Hickford and his
 'new' Great Room in Brewer Street. The weekly
 subscription concerts originated by Geminiani
 seven years previously in the old rooms were
 announced to take place in the new room on
 Thursday evenings as usual, and great care was
 taken that* only a very select company should be
 admitted to them. There were twenty concerts
 during the season, beginning in December and
 ending in April, and the subscription was four
 guineas, each subscriber receiving a silver ticket of
 admission. Owing perhaps to the rather limited
 accommodation, people who wished to take friends
 to those concerts could only do so under certain
 conditions. Theywere informed that 'any s.ubscriber
 by sending the silver ticket may have two printed
 ones which will admit either gentlemen or ladies
 paying five shillings each. But no other person to
 be admitted without a subscriber's ticket under
 half-a-guinea.' A very pleasant set of concerts
 must this have been, and the performers, who were
 of the best, were engaged for the whole season.
 Festing was leader of the band, Mrs. Arne the
 chief singer, and solos and concertos on the
 violoncello were contributed by the famous
 Caporale. After the first season in the new room
 the subscription night was changed from Thursday
 to Friday, and for many years these concerts
 continued among the chief attractions of the
 London winter season.

 The first benefit concert recorded as having
 taken place here was given by Valentine Snow,
 the well-known trumpet player, early in February,
 1739. In addition to playing 'Particularly two
 pieces on the Trumpet' himself, he promised
 his patrons 'A Concerto on the Organ by
 Mr. Gladwin, and several Chorus's out of Acis
 and Galatea, Alexander's Feast, and Corona-
 tion Anthems.' The Ames gave a concert in
 the following March, described as a 'Grand
 Entertainment of Musick, with Singing by
 Mrs. Arne.' Among other things she sang
 ' Would you taste the Noontide Air, a favourite song
 in the Masque of Comus.' This work, composed
 by Arne in the previous year, had established
 his reputation among musicians and with the
 public; and, beautiful music though it is, there can
 be no doubt that the brilliant singing of his
 charming wife contributed not a little to its success.

 If Mr. Hickford's old room had been popular,
 his new one became much more so. It was

 at once accepted as quite the proper place for
 all good concerts, and every season the musical
 entertainments given there increased in number
 and variety. Many new works were introduced
 from time to time at the weekly subscription
 concerts, and about I740 a form of composition
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 styled a 'Musical Dramatick Poem' came into
 fashion. One called 'Proteus' attracted much

 attention and was performed on several consecutive
 Fridays, and in I741 a similar composition in
 honour of the Prince of Wales's birthday was
 largely advertised and formed the piece de resistance
 for no fewer than three concerts. It is difficult
 to-day to see wherein lay the attraction of this
 poem. It is written in the stilted, artificial style
 of that time and is full of the usual classical terms
 and allusions. Every year saw a fresh crop of
 these poems and odes addressed to Royalty on
 special occasions. They were generally first
 performed before the King, Queen, and Court
 circle in the drawing room at St. James's Palace,
 and very frequently afterwards appeared in the
 weekly programmes at Hickford's Room. It
 must have been a great relief after such dull
 entertainments to have a concert of some lighter
 music such as one given in 1744 with 'The Vocal
 Parts by Sig. Palma, Sig. Rochetti, and Sig.
 Fratistanti, who particularly will sing some songs
 composed by the Best Masters in Italy in Comic
 Style. And amongst the rest of the Songs will
 be performed for the first Time in publick the
 famous Cantata called Orpheus seeking after
 Eurydice, composed by the late Signor Pergolesi.'
 The names of the comic songs do not appear.
 Perhaps among them was included Pergolesi's
 famous 'Tre Giorni,' so often since sung by
 amateurs as a serious love song, instead of in
 the mocking style demanded by both words and
 music. 'Acis and Galatea, composed by
 Mr. Handel,' was a very favourite work with the
 public and was given several times at Hickford's
 Room. Miss Oldmixon selected it for her benefit
 in i749, when the vocal parts were rendered
 by herself, Signora Galli, John Beard, and
 Mr. Reinhold, 'With all the Chorusses.' The
 occasion was also of special interest from the
 promise that 'The Performance will be con-
 ducted by Mr. Dubourg who will also play a
 Solo.' The great violinist had recently returned to
 England after his long residence in Dublin, to
 find that his playing could still attract and
 astonish the London public that had not forgotten
 the wonderful performance of his youth. 'Acis
 and Galatea' was again performed some years
 later 'for the Benefit of the Sister of the late
 Robert Hiller of Westminster Abbey.' Mr. Hiller
 was possibly one of the vicars-choral, and as the
 concert was somewhat in the nature of a charity,
 the profession rose to the occasion and issued the
 following notice: 'The Public may be assured
 that Justice will be done to this excellent
 Composition, as the capital Performers in England
 have generously engaged their Assistance on this
 Occasion.'

 Some of the Infant Prodigies of the I8th
 century made their first appearance before the
 public at Hickford's Room, and among them little
 Miss Davies, who played both the harpsichord and
 German flute. She was only seven years old when
 she gave her first concert, and she played a flute
 concerto of her own composition, the principal

 flute in a 'Full Piece for two German Flutes,
 French Horns, Trumpets, &c., a solo on the flute
 accompanied by French horns, and a Concerto of
 Mr. Handel's on the Harpsichord.' The list of
 artists both English and foreign who made their
 first appearance at Hickford's is a long one,
 containing several names well known in the annals
 of music, and many a successful career was begun
 on that low platform. But from time to time the
 room has been the scene of the sad occasion of the

 last appearance of old favourites, compelled by age
 or ill-health to take leave of the public whom they
 have served so long and who forget them so easily.
 One of the most pathetic of these farewell
 occasions was that on which Cuzzoni made her
 final appeal to a London audience when she visited
 England for the last time in 1751. During her
 early days she had an immense vogue at the opera,
 though her hasty temper made it difficult for her to
 get on with the other singers. After many years of
 success in London she went back to the Continent,
 where she squandered her money, and at last,
 no longer young, she determined once more to try
 her fortune with the rich English. That the
 musical profession rallied round her may be seen
 from the following announcement of May 23, 1751 :

 Signor Angelo Morigi, Mr. Miller, Mr. Beneki, and
 the Rest of the Performers having, in Compassion to my
 Distresses, generously promised to perform Gratis,
 enables me to give the following Entertainment for my
 Benefit This Day at Mr. Hickford's in Brewer Street.

 PART I.

 The 3d Concerto of Mr. Geminiani's 2d Op.
 Affanni del Pensier by Signora Cuzzoni.

 A Song by Signor Guadani.
 A Concerto on the Bassoon by Mr. Miller.

 A Solo on the Violin by Sig. Angelo Morigi.
 Falsa Immagine by Signora Cuzzoni.

 6th Concerto of Mr. Geminiani's 3d Op.

 PART II.

 Violin Concerto by Sig. Angelo Morigi.
 Return, O God of Hosts, by Signora Cuzzoni.

 Song by Sig. Palma.
 Salve Regina, by Signora Cuzzoni.

 5th of Mr. Handel's Grand Concertos.
 Tickets, Ios. 6d. each, to be had at MVr. Hickford's.

 I am so extremely Sensible of the Many Obligations I
 have already received from the Nobility and Gentry of
 This Kingdom (for which I sincerely return my most
 humble Thanks) that nothing but extreme Necessity and
 a Desire of doing Justice, could induce me to trouble
 them again, but being unhappily involved in a few
 Debts, am extremely desirous of attempting every thing
 in my Power to pay them before I quit England;
 therefore take the Liberty most humbly to intreat them
 once more to repeat their well known Generosity and
 Goodness, and to honour me with their Presence at this
 Benefit, which shall be the last I will ever trouble them
 with, and is made solely to pay my Creditors; and to
 convince the World of my Sincerity herein, I have
 prevailed on Mr. IHickford to receive the Money, and to
 pay it to them.

 I ant, Ladies and Gentlemen,
 Yozur very NmucZc obzl ed, and
 devoted humble servant,

 F. CUZZONI.

 The poor old singer met with but little success in
 spite of her piteous appeal and the generous
 support of the well-known artists whose names
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 appear in her programme. She had already made
 various attempts during that season to retrieve her
 fallen fortunes, singing at other concerts at
 Hickford's Room and at the New Theatre in the

 Haymarket, where Guadagni gave his own benefit
 'For the Profit of Signora Cuzzoni ': but her voice
 was worn and thin, no one cared to hear her, and
 she passes from the concert-room a melancholy
 shadow into the heavy mists of poverty and
 obscurity.

 As time went on Society, ever seeking fresh
 diversions, began to play at being learned, and was
 seized with a craze for attending lectures on various
 subjects, literary, artistic, political, social, and
 scientific. Thomas Sheridan, famous father of a
 still more famous son, had just taken up the
 teaching of elocution as a fresh means of earning
 a livelihood, and among his earliest ventures in
 this direction was a course of lectures given at
 Hickford's Room. A man so well known in town,
 of such high literary attainments and the friend of
 Dr. Johnson, could not fail to secure a good
 attendance for his lectures, especially as the study
 of literature and the art of reading aloud were
 becoming fashionable among the ladies.

 One May morning in 1761, therefore, the town
 was informed that:

 Mr. Sheridan's Course of Lectures on Elocution, will
 commence on Monday the 18th Instant at Bickford's
 Concert Room in Brewer Street. It will consist of
 Eight Lectures. Four of which he proposes to deliver
 in Each Week on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
 Friday, and to begin precisely at One o'clock Each Day.
 By Desire he will read some piece of Poetry or Prose,
 after each Lecture; the poetic Passages chiefly from
 Milton and Dryden: and amongst the prosaic Pieces he
 will deliver a Sermon of Dr. Swift's, and another of the
 Rev. Mr. Sterne's.

 Proposals at large to be had and Subscriptions
 received at Mr. Millar's, in the Strand; Mr. Dodsley's,
 in Pall Mall; Mr. Wilkie's, in St. Paul's Church-Yard ;
 Mr. Davies's, in Russel Street, Covent Garden; and at
 Tom's Coffee House, Devereux Court, Temple Bar.

 That the lectures were a success and gained
 Mr. Sheridan many distinguished pupils can
 hardly be doubted. Hickford's Room was still
 the resort of the 'Quality' and any new venture
 was sure to be largely patronised if only from
 curiosity. Mr. Sheridan had to repeat his lectures
 in other parts of the town, and his fine presence
 and beautiful voice soon gained him fame in his
 new calling. He appears to have confined himself
 strictly to his lectures on these occasions; but
 some years later an elocutionary display of a
 different kind was given here by John Lee the
 actor, celebrated for his adaptations of plays and
 for his quarrels with Garrick. He was one of
 those unfortunate persons who always have a
 grievance, and who find it necessary to pose as
 being misunderstood on account of their originality.
 In addition to his acting, he made a great feature
 of readings from Milton, and in 1772 he
 advertised an entertainment that should not only
 allow him to show off his talent as a professor of
 elocution, but should be different from any
 previous kind of diversion offered to the public !

 His prospectus is worth quoting in full:

 Jan. 30th [I772].
 Hickford's Room in Brewer Street.

 A New Entertainment is prepared for Exhibition, in
 which the Powers of Music, Poetry and Elocution will
 be united in several select pieces of Imagery from

 MILTON.

 First Composition, To-morrow the 3rst Instant,
 between the Parts of a Grand Concert of Vocal and
 Instrumental Music, will be delivered by Mr. Lee, a
 short introductory Discourse, with an Ode upon the
 Passions; illustrated by the Invocation at the Beginning
 of Paradise Lost and by the Description of the Fall of
 Satan with the Rebel Angels, to be Spoken and Sung.

 Second Composition. At the same Place on
 Thursday the 6th of February, between the Parts of a
 Grand Concert of Music, will be continued the Discourse
 upon the Powers of Poetry, Elocution, &c., illustrated
 by Milton's description of the Evening and Morning,
 with the Hymn sung by Adam and Eve at the Entrance
 of their Bower.

 Note : The Airs and Chorusses (which are mostly new,
 and have been composed solely for these Illustrations)
 will be supported by a proper number of Voices and
 Instruments. The doors will be opened at Six, the
 Performance will begin precisely at Seven o'clock, and
 the Whole will be concluded about the usual time of

 resorting to the Pantheon.

 At that time the Pantheon had only very lately
 been opened, and by the splendour of its numerous
 rooms and magnificence of the entertainments
 eclipsed almost every other place of amusement
 in London. Mr. Lee, therefore, doubtful in any
 case perhaps of a large attendance at his discourse,
 was exceedingly careful to assure his patrons that
 his 'New Entertainment' should in no way
 interfere with their enjoyment of the more
 luxurious pleasures and enticing gaieties offered by
 the directors of the Pantheon. He was wise on
 this account, too, in choosing Hickford's Room for
 his performances, for Brewer Street is but a short
 distance from Oxford Street. His auditors, there-
 fore, having performed their moral and intellectual
 duty by listening to Milton's lofty verse, joyfully
 set off, a gay procession of chairs and coaches, to
 the spacious hall and gaily-lighted rooms of the
 Pantheon, where they danced, played cards, flirted,
 intrigued, sipped their tea and chocolate, and made
 mischief among their friends. The 'School for
 Scandal' was so true a picture of its time that it is
 no wonder it was at first forbidden by the Lord
 Chamberlain to be represented on the stage.

 BERTHA HARRISON.

 (To be continued.)

 The long story of the development of music is a
 continuous and unbroken record of human effort
 to extend and enhance the possibilities of effects
 of sound upon human sensibilities, as representing
 in a formal or a direct manner the expression of
 man's inner being. The efforts resolve themselves
 mainly into impulses to find means to produce the
 effect of design, and to contrive types of expression
 which are capable of being adapted to such designs.
 And as the difficulty of coping with two things at once
 is considerable, men have generally concentrated their
 efforts on design at one time, and on expression at
 another.-Sir Hubert Parry in ' The Evolution of the
 art of Music.'
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